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OVERVIEW

With the development of Internet technology and the improvement of players' ideology of digital 

assets, conflict in the ownership of game assets and the definition of digital assets under the existing 

centralized business system have begun to show up. 



The most typical thing is that under a centralized system where the right to use and ownership of 

game data are separated. Game assets acquired by players in the form of legal currency and invested 

a lot of play time cannot be reasonably explained. Game operators can exercise their final 

interpretation right at any time to perform operations such as traceability, rollback, and suspension 

of players' game data.



In past a couple of years, with the application of blockchain technology and the emergence of NFT 

assets, more projects have tried to combine the characteristics of game assets and NTF. At the end of 

2017, Crypto Kitty turned out to prove the feasibility of NFT digital assets, and there have been new 

projects trying to make breakthroughs on this road. In the second half of 2020, under the trend that 

everything can be NTF, the game project represented by Axie has achieved breakthrough results in the 

application of game assets in the form of NFT. As of October 2021, its DAU has exceeded 300,000, the 

number of daily asset transactions has exceeded 70,000 times, and the daily transaction volume has 

exceeded 30 million USDT. Axie has fully verified the market's acceptance of NTF game assets and 

players' recognition of NTF game assets through nearly a year of operating results.



SHARD is a metadata layer for cross-game asset transfer and 

transaction

SHARD prototol is an aggregator and accelerator in an open source game ecosystem. We will bridge 

the gap between traditional games and blockchain games through a new technology ”cross-game 

metadata transmission layer”. Truly and surely return the ownership of game assets to the player.



SHARD is committed to changing the existing NFT price discovery mechanism that is not transparent 

and effective, and the problem of insufficient NFT liquidity. The player's game assets are not limited 

to just one game. At the same time, it provides a flexible distribution platform for DAPP developers.

SHARD is a challenger to the existing game business model

SHARD's goal is to use the characteristics of blockchain technology and NTF to solve the problems of 

digital asset holder's qualification in the traditional business model under the centralized system, as 

well as the disadvantages of objective existence and uniqueness. Through the smart contract 

provided by the blockchain, SHARD achieves "Admission with funds" type of game experience for 

players. In addition, SHARD uses its business restriction mechanism to ensure that player assets will 

not lose liquidity due to business closure, and avoid the situation of player assets being returned to 

zero.



SHARD is the infrastructure for game blockchain and metaverse

By cross-game asset minting and circulation platform, players are able to create the NFT for the game 

through a unified interface. Game developers can create a new game world based on the underlying 

protocol, allowing players to start this new world.



The NFT can provide a prepositive market by its extensibility and higher level liquidity than certain 

game assets. Game service providers can also sale the authority of crafting certain game assets from 

Soulstones before launching the game so that developers have sufficient time to focus on game 

development.

SHARD is a brand new game asset minting and trading platform

Through the basic protocol layer and business protocol layer, cross-game assets are aggregated and 

circulated. This will enable investors to have a diverse portfolio of game assets, while the protocol 

layer provides a complete asset value evaluation system.



Players can trade and mint NFT, a game asset common to the entire SHARDverse, in Itemhouse.
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INTRODUCTION

$SRD is a community governance token based on BEP-20 to support transactions within the Shard 

ecosystem and future data exchange in the form of Shardvers. Dividable homogenized tokens.

A group of smart contracts used to achieve the purpose of distribution, confirmation, and 

performance of Shards. It can be upgraded through community governance.


Shard Protocol is extensible and can be compatible with all smart contracts of Shard ecological 

business in the future.All businesses in the Shard ecosystem must strictly implement the Shard 

Protocol interface and accept the supervision of the community.

Soulstone is a kind of NFT based on Ethereum NFT EIPs, including ERC-721/ERC-998/ERC-1155, etc. It's 

a unique and non-interchangeable token. With the release of Shard and Shard Staking Rewards, 

Soulstone is the bearer of game assets in the Shard ecosystem, and also a guarantee for the value 

exchange between the game business and the Shard ecosystem. Its value is endued by the 

community, game developers, and game players, including all participants in its value chain.

Decentralized autonomous organization of SHARD protocol.



MAIN IDEA
The core idea of SHARD is to economically systematize game assets NFT through basic first-level 

smart contract and extended smart contract of application layer, and use SHARD's decentralized 

model to create objective indicators and asset valuation systems to create a decentralized interactive 

system.



At present, traditional games are very mature in gameplay and game mode. Moreover, the emergence 

of blockchain games satisfies the idealism of some players to create the world together. NFT also 

provides the possibility of "property confirmation" for blockchain games, providing players and 

developers with the specific details and value of each digital content.

1. Basic layer design (protocol layer) and application layer (blockchain game solution).


2. User-driven game asset NFT minting.


3. Direct value transfer and trading market without intermediary.


4. DAO, Decentralized Autonomous Organization.

1. Encapsulate game assets in NFT.


2. Drive the flow through middle layer of the open and equal programmable NFT , improve the price 

discovery mechanism of game assets through middle layer the mortgage NFT, and even create a 

multiple mortgage mechanism within the NFT.


3. Service segmentation of multiple ecological roles.


4. Game crowdfunding based on Shard ecology.

The core architecture of Shard protocol:

Blockchain games have unlimited possibilities, we try to aggregate them with 

SHARD PROTOCOL.



PROJECT STRUCTURE

Shard Protocol

Programmable NFT Soulstone

Shard Protocol provides the basic business architecture of the Shard business ecosystem to 

implement game asset attributes with Soulstone. The common properties of game assets are 

designed to be abstract and extensible to make a higher level liquidity for Soulstone and game 

publishers or developers can expand their contracts according to their business needs.

- Soulstone implements its extensibility with a series of EIPs of Ethereum. Soulstone is an NFT based 

on ERC721, which provides abstract general properties of game assets. When subscribing to the 

business in the Shard ecosystem, according to the data attributes provided by NFT, the basic 

attributes of Soulstone are flexibly extended to specific game assets.


- The execution process of Shard Protocol satisfies the atomic design of all or nothing. The Soulstone 

generation process will use the data on the blockchain to determine the contract conditions, which 

will be automatically executed when they are met, and no external factors need to intervene in this 

process.


- Soulstone only defines the universality and abstraction of the most basic part of the game assets, 

and fully guarantees its extensibility and compatibility for the game business. All projects 

participating in the Shard ecosystem will be strictly required to implement various interfaces and 

attributes defined in the Shard Protocol.


- Soulstone will have special marked fields in order to meet some interesting gameplay in the 

business subordinates. For example, the limited Genesis Soulstone is used to mark special identities 

or special permissions in the business ecosystem.



Extensible business protocol layer

NFT price Orcale

Developers can establish a binding relationship between Soulstone and game assets through ERC998 

or similar smart contracts. During this process, the original Soulstone will be locked to ensure the 

uniqueness of Soulstone in the business ecosystem and will not be applied to multiple business 

scenarios at the same time to ensure the interests of related parties. Since the attributes of game 

assets described in the Shard Protocol are abstract and universal, game service providers can extend 

multi-layer business contracts to implement game assets with specific business attributes when 

implementing business contracts.

To create a decentralized system that can evaluate and analyze the NFT in the form of game assets. 

The price of the NFT is determined by the needs of the player groups who actually experience the 

game for this type of game asset.


In the first stage, asset valuation based on quantity and time parameters.


In the second stage, based on the voting of each participant of the system including smart contracts, 

developers, various game guilds, vSRD owners, etc. Finally, the last stage is the stage from asset 

generation to the end of existence (burning, locking, etc.) to realize asset trading reputation. We will 

create a set of analysis algorithms based on the SHARD ecosystem.


Then the functions of the SHARD NFT oracle include:

Objective criteria, include the time to create Soulstone, the time to generate game assets 

NFT, its ranking in the community evaluation, transaction frequency, liquidity, whether to 

transfer across games, etc.


Based on the original model of transaction reputation, quantitative standards include the 

number of assets in the NFT, the number of NFT shards; the initial price of assets, etc.

1.




2.



Subjective criteria include analysis of social networks,search result analysis etc.


The oracle will minimize price fraud on the platform and is the most important part of the 

health of the platform.

Ecosystem and platform

Service Side/Creator Side

In Shard's ecosystem, participants can be roughly divided into two roles: service providers, and 

players. The same person or organization can play multiple roles in the Shard ecosystem at the same 

time.

On the basis of the versatility and abstraction of the game assets provided by Soulstone built on 

Shard Protocol, the game service provider carries out multi-level expansion of smart contracts 

according to the actual situation of their own projects. At the same time, subject to the constraints of 

the Shard Protocol, it can ensure that the liquidity of Soulstone injected into the business by players 

is bi-directional.



Game publishers or developers can play different roles in the Shard economic model according to 

their own business attributes. For example, investors in SRD and creators of Soulstone, or creators of 

game assets based on Soulstone for specific game service.

3.



Game service providers can put their own minted Soulstone on the market to provide 

liquidity and achieve their own income, or they can compose directly their own game assets 

with Soulstones and sell them in their own item shop (compatible with current game 

business model, in game payment or micro transaction). 


For the purpose of activating the community and providing liquidity, the game service 

provider can lock their own $SRD in a business-level contract for the community players of 

their games to participate in the secondary distribution of the SRD.



The community vote will be taken for launching the game, and at the same time, the code of 

the contract at the Layer 2 level will be asked to be disclosed. The community needs to 

supervise the design of the game, such as whether the game asset attributes minted by 

Soulstone meet the constraints of Shard Protocol, whether the game provides open and 

transparent NTF minting and transaction tracking, etc. (to prevent game service providers 

from making fraud in the centralized system , such as selling an asset to multiple players at 

the same time). 


Game developers can also initiate proposals in DAO to raise $SRD as funds for game 

development. In return, $SRD holders can get a share of the game's operating profit or game 

assets or in-game services as rewards. Shard can be used as a fund-raising channel for 

developers.
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Player Side / play & earn

The players defined in the Shard ecosystem are not the opportunists in the early NFT projects who are 

attracted by the financial attributes and wealth effects of the NFT—they will withdraw because the 

NFT loses liquidity. The target players in the Shard ecosystem are game players who are truly willing 

to own the control of their own game assets—who invest time for game experience and the Soulstone 

owners who provide the liquidity of game assets according to the real needs of game players.



In addition, under the current business model, players can experience the game as if they were using 

game services under a normal centralized system. Shard Protocol separates only the player's game 

assets, and does not require all game businesses to run on the blockchain. In fact, what Shard 

Protocol needs to solve is not to run the game business on the chain, but to allow players to have 

absolute control over game assets.

Players in the Shard/Soulstone ecosystem who actually own game assets and use these 

game assets in the game, will have the real ownership of the virtual items acquired by 

themselves with real money and time costs, and the ownership can be traded and 

transferred. In addition, the information will be stored in the blockchain to obtain the 

strongest data security protection.


Game assets are no longer solely provided by game operators, but players themselves inject 

or withdraw. Even if the game business environment is gone, the player's assets are still 

protected under the constraints of Shard Protocol, and there will be no loss of liquidity or 

return to zero.


The Marketplace implemented by the Shard Protocol and the extended contract provided by 

the service provider will provide sufficient liquidity. Players can put their own Soulstone on 

the market to provide liquidity and realize their own income, or they can inject Soulstone 

into a game they like to compose a specific game asset for game experience. The game 

assets can also be traded on the Shard exchange.
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When the player wants to actively or passively exit, such as the game business is closed, the 

player can decompose assets through the contract provided on the chain (provided by the 

game service provider when the game is launched) to obtain the initial Soulstone (unlike 

other current NFT projects, if the NTF loses its liquidity when game is close, the assets will 

return to nothing). In this process, the player's consumption is only used as part of the SRD 

of the handling fee.


Players can acquire SRD or Soulstone through a variety of ways while participating in the 

Shard ecosystem. In addition to getting SRD/Soulstone through other trading markets and 

other types of asset transactions in hand, or receiving SRD through various airdrop events, 

the SRD ecosystem will encourage game service providers to activate the liquidity of $SRD/

Soulstone in their game communities. So players can get SRD or Soulstone in various 

activities provided by game service providers as well.


In addition, game service providers can sell Soulstone which has been turned into game 

assets to players by traditional in-game item shop, as like as current in-game payment or 

micro transaction mode or through the Shard exchange. The Players acquires Soulstone in 

the form of game assets by trading the assets designated by the service provider.

DAO

Shard DAO is a proposal initiated by the core members of the Shard, and the community uses SRD to 

vote in Snapshot to approve or reject the proposal's governance method. At the beginning of the 

project, the organization is semi-decentralized governance until the community believes that the 

project can be completely decentralized governance.


Introduce vSRD as a proof of membership, that is, a quantitative pledge of SRD, which can be cast into 

1 vSRD as a unique identification mark. vSRD enjoys the same rights as SRD, such as governance 

rights. vSRD cannot be transferred, but you can get game revenue dividends and additional member 

rewards.
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PRODUCT
Item House and NFT Marketplace

Metadata Protocol layer

Game Launchpad

Token

Shardverse OS

Player's minting entrance and decentralized trading market, built-in SHARD NFT price Oracle.

Divided into multiple protocol layers, it will be open to game developers, asset transactions, minting 

agreements, and NFTs with basic collateral or asset packages will have basic value support.

Game distribution, the liquidity of Soulstone will be used as a support model for new games to join 

the ecology.

An operation system which is able to manage the daily operation of all games launched in Shard 

ecosystem.

We need a native token to promote the process of SHARD, drive the native token of SHARD into the 

collateral Soulstone, and promote the value of the built-in collateral through token appreciation. We 

create higher demand and higher value. In this way, we provide a value turnover mechanism for the 

entire ecosystem, which has a positive impact on the network mechanism within the agreement. We 

will develop very interesting applications for tokens and promote the positive cycle of shard ecology.



Ecological promotion plan
Ecological Project

UNID

Item House

Project Genesis

Can be interpreted as Unique Shard or Unique ID. A DAPP used to establish a unique identity in the 

Shard ecosystem.


Item House is a brand new and open decentralized game prop casting and trading platform. 

Decentralized transactions between SRD, Soulstone and Soulstone based game assets can be 

provided. 

At the same time, Item House will migrate smart contract for Soulstone from mainstream game 

service, so that players do not need to visit the pages provided by operators one by one when 

composing and decomposing different assets of multiple businesses, but directly in the integrated 

interface provided by Item House to perform the corresponding data transactions. 

In addition, Item House, as the oracle of SRD/Soulstone, will also provide a data exchange interface 

outside the Shard ecosystem.



The main purpose of the startup project of the Shard ecosystem is to implement and demonstrate the 

asset flow and manifestation of the Shard ecosystem, and to provide early players with available 

game services. It is also used as a business manual of the Shard ecology to show the co-builders of the 

game the organizational form of the game business and the realization method of the game assets in 

the specific business.




info@shard-protocol.com

5% of SRDs are used as ecological funds to reward outstanding projects and the top 5 

projects through periodic community voting.


The x% in the Soulstone transaction process is owned by the contract, of which y% is 

returned to the ecological fund every year.


Encourage operators to establish their own community funds for games and expand 

Play2Earn and other game community events with $SRD.

1. 
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3. 

ROADMAP

Dec 2021 Airdrop, IDO


Jan 2022 Launch the first Shard Protocol based game


2022-Q1 Launch Item house, the decentralized trading market for game assets


2022-Q2 Launch More games based on Shard Protocol's digital segmentation technology, 

and provide cross-game NFT asset transfer service


2022-Q3 Shard Metaverse OS


2023-Q3 Shard Protocol V2, implements more common attributes of game assets for 

Soulstone, and makes it more binding on the game services through community consensus


202x Shard Protocol V3 and Shard Universe
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